
Case studies

376 botnets discovered
Aug 2006- Feb 2007Backbone network: 

8-10 BILLION flow logs/hourAT&TAnalysis of flow logsDetection, response, analysis

Drive by download: IFRAMES or Java download

500.000 pages/day, 
just 0.5% infectionGOOGLE mark trouble pagesSee what happens, 

look in registry, state of VMVM, Windows, instrumented IExplorer

How to identify DRIVE BY DOWNLOADSMeasurements

Executables downloaded
using HTTPDecryption using

a static keyEncrypted URLs downloaded
using the Overnet protocol

Secondary downloads 
from other bots in the 
botnet

Joins a P2P
networkSPAM: a good

movie/videoTypical multi-stage
infection

P2P makes the botnet
harder to detect

In P2P no centralized
control

Loosing an IRC server
means loosing the botnetP2P makes the botnet 

more robust

Takes time to get
commands executed

No direct commands,
must share files where
the commands (and 
executables) are found

Bot-herder looses
fine-grained control

P2P makes a bot 
harder to detect

Immediate execution 
of commands

Bot herder can send commands
to all bots connected to a single
channel

IRC easy to detect
using ngrep, so since IM
is used more today, seeing
IRC activity is a sign of worms
& botnets

IRC

From IRC to IM to P2Ppeer-to-peer

Recent research focus

Spam Thru Communication: eDonkey2000 p2p file sharing system 
and Overnet protocol

Encrypted traffic
No single bot knows all others

Each bot has a list of 35 others
No central command 
and control computerPeer-to-peerControl model

Back-end servers: Re-
encoding twice per hour of
next generation bot to 
spread

Anti virus not effective, 
too many Storm variantsBy host

Everything appears to be in orderCorrupt anti-virus software, 
but let it keep on running

Multiple nodes registering 
and deregisteringDouble flux

One DNS name, 
many, 000s, destinationsSingle flux

Location of used computers 
changes every minute

IP addresses changing 
every minute

DNS Fast Flux
Protects command and 
control servers so they can 
not be found (easily)

Massive parallel requests
sent to probing sites, 
overwhelming themDDoS Attacks sites tracking and 

trying to disable it

By Storm
Defenses

160K to 50M computersSize

Windows 

Detected in Jan 2007

Billions of emails EACH DAY5000 computers dedicated to thisSpread through 
email spamTrojanStorm Worm

Storm Botnet/Tibs

Examples of botnets

SPAM

Financical information

Identities

Steal

Click fraud

E-mail SPAM

BonziBUDDYExamplesSpyware
Say you buy someone
a present. facebook will email
them what the gift is before you
can give them the gift

So if you log off Facebook, Beacon starts logging YOU,
and transmits its findings to Facebook servers

Dec. 2007: Facebook's controversial Beacon ad system tracks users' 
off-Facebook activities even if those users are logged off 
from the social-networking site and have previously declined 
having their activities on specific external sites broadcast to 
their Facebook friends, a company spokesman said via e-mail 
over the weekend.

Facebook

Downloads media files 
to hard disk

Collects user info

ClipGenie a.k.a.
MediaLoads

Serving advertisements

Resets web browser
to bonzi.com

Collects info
from usersThe following is disputed

but Consumer Report
says so (2002), so
does Spyware Removal Database
at Safer Networking

BonziBUDDY

The free versions

Adobe Reader

Examples

Play/display/download
advertisements to a
computer

Adware

TCP session state resets

Routing Configuration

Disrupt

Communication suffersSaturate DNS servers and network

Target can not provide intended service
or 
does so too slowlySaturate target computer(s) with

external communication requests
Network

Load

Run malware to create 
failures/crashes/starvation/thrashing

CPU

Disk

Bandwidth

Computational

Consume resources

Methods

Multiple computers attack 
with one or more of the DoS typesDISTRIBUTED DoS

Nuke

Application level floods

Peer-to-peer attacks

Teardrop attack

ICMP floods

DoS types
Targets are typically 
web servers and 
DNS root servers

Purpose: 
Prevent an Internet site or service
from functioning efficiently 
or at all, 
temporarily or indefinitely

Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks

Use of Botnets

Does not spread by self-replication

"Anything"

Virus

Then use Instant Messaging/IRC
to download botInstall backdoors

Seems to be performing one thing, 
but does something else

Trojan horse

Computer virus

Any program can 
have been installed

Possible results 
from an intrusion 
attack

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/16/opinion/
16coben.html?_r=2&ref=opinion&oref=slogin&oref=sloginSpyware

http://citp.princeton.edu/memory/Compute/find passwords

A DVD left behind tagged: 
"Confidential"

"We will tell your spouse"

Money

Who can resist
Pay
Force
Trick HumansThird party

PersonalMisuse of 
legal access rights

http://itpolicy.princeton.edu/voting/Boot from 
compromised storage

Probing

Browser

Downloads

http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/
20080226-gotcha-captcha-gmail-bot-detector-system-cracked.htmlUse email 

to spam

Install attachments

Email

Techniques

Spreading: Weaken & Open Up
a Computer for 

Immediate or Delayed 
Attacks

start a 
daemonized process

log in using ssh

Useful approches

Backdoors

Trojan Horses

Worms

Have software 
running stealthly

Remote control

Requirements

Zombie computers

Behavior changes
over time

etc

SPAM bots

Attack intruders,
FBI, etcDefense bots

Update bots

Specialized bots

Peer-to-peer 
architectureNo central control - 

distributed control

Simpler to detect

Moving central control

IRCRemote control of group 
forming a botnet

Central Control

"Bot herder"

Command & Control

Execute automatically

Execute autonomouslyExecution model

Characteristics

Multiple software robots , bots,
distributed over multiple computers 

Detailed

Attack rivals

Extortion/
Protection rackets

DDoS attacks

Steal 
personal information

Send SPAM

Used to

A botnet i a large group of 
infected computers 

controlled by a hacker

C. Dixon, 
T. Anderson, 
A. Krishnamurthy, 
2007Simple

Definition

2007:2005  216 million peoples personal information has been exposed

Full fledged fraud economy, it is no cottage industry anymore

Malware is growing exponentially

Individuals have 
been charged

Has uncovered more
than $20 in losses

Operation Bot Roast (2007)FBI

manyLegal cases

But is it really a problem?

Can rent a bot for a few cents
sp cost is approx., say, $1000/month
for attacker4000 bots w/IMbps network

can overload 4-Gbps4-Gbps link cost 
$25.000-50.000/monthBandwidt & Cost

2%:3%Virus

9%:24%Worms

32%:62%Trojans

56%:10%Malicious spywareDistribution of  malware 2007:2006

>6000 reported software vulnerabilities

179 reported Apple vulnerabilities n 2007

245 reported Microsoft vulnerabilities in 2007Operating System and apps. 
vulnerabilities increasing steadily

Larger does not make more money

Less damage if it is discovered - 
the eggs are in several baskets

Easier to avoid detection

Downsizing: Larger botnets 
are being broken down into 
several smaller

2006: average size: 
20.000

Single botnet: 
10.000s

Total: 6-150 million 
compromised computers

Size

"Used to be 1 complex virus a day, 
now it is 10.000 less complex malwares a day" 
(S. Sullivan, F-secure, 2007)

Some Numbers

Global Security Advisor Team, 2008 Internet Security Outlook, 
January 2008

Misbehave computer

Crash computer

Delete filesEffect

FileRequires a host to infectSelf-replication codeVirus

Open backdoors

Drop additional malware

Cripple computersEffect

Spread on their own

Worms

Email, tricks, etc to plant a trojan on a computer

Not on its ownSpreading

Trojan spy on user activitiesSpyware Trojan

Trojan has a payloadMalware TrojanSoftware doing what the programmer
intended, but the user does not approve
(the user does not even know)Trojan

Terminology

bots start SPAMming

Send commands 
to the bots

Buy access 
to botnetBusiness Model

Can now send commands 
to the bot

Bot starts running, logs into an 
IRC - Internet Relay Chat - server: 
Botnet Command & Control Server

Infection: Email w/BOT payload

Example of a botnet 
formation and exploitation

Botnets
Otto J. Anshus

UiT/UiO

Based on many sources 
including Wikipedia, and 

academic and white papers


